Since 1982, Autograf has been at the forefront of Design education while remaining faithful to its founding principles. Autograf is one of the first schools in France to have specialized in the creative professions of communication. Starting with graphic design and multimedia, Autograf has expanded its offerings in such diverse fields as interior design, 3D animation, and, more recently Manga and Japanese animation or Sustainable Design Management. Autograf welcomes students from secondary school for programs extending to the master's level, and offers a preparatory year in applied arts, but also certified and state-recognized qualifications (RNCP) and European diplomas labelled by the FEDE (European Federation of Schools).

Autograf is expanding its international partnerships, particularly in Asia, Canada and Latin America through student exchange and workshops organized every year.

◆ MAIN PROGRAMMES OF STUDY
- Preparatory year
- Fundamentals of applied arts (Ex MANAA)
- Art Director in Graphic Design, certified at level 7 by the French National Directory of Professional Certifications (5 years of postsecondary study)
- International master in graphic design, labeled by the FEDE and IDELart-culture
- Bachelor in Graphic and Digital design labeled by the FEDE IDELart-culture and title: TP - Concepteur Environnement (Environment Designer), certified at level 6 by the French National Directory of Professional Certifications
- Bachelor in Graphic and Digital design labeled by the FEDE IDELart-culture and title: TP - Coordinateur UI/UX (UI Designer), certified at level 6 by the French National Directory of Professional Certifications
- Interactive media integrator, a level 5 RNCP-listed occupational title certified and recognized by the French government (2 years of postsecondary study)
- Interior Architect - Designer, with options in scenography and interior architecture, a level 7 RNCP-listed occupational title certified and recognized by the French government
- International master in interior design, labeled by the FEDE and IDELart-culture
- Bachelor in interior design labeled by the FEDE and IDELart-culture and title: TP - Coordinateur BIM du Bâtiment (Building Information Modeling coordinator), certified at level 6 by the French National Directory of Professional Certifications
- Bachelor 3D Artist (3D animation, video game, VFX), labeled by the FEDE and IDELart-culture, and title 3D animation, VFX, video game
- Bachelor in Graphic and Digital design labeled by the FEDE IDELart-culture and title 3D animation, VFX, video game
- Conceptor, certified at level 6 by the French National Directory of Professional Certifications
- International Bachelor’s Degree in French-Japanese Design, certified by the FEDE (Federation for EDucation in Europe) and IDELart-culture
- European Master’s Degree in Sustainable Design Management of the FEDE, and Professional Certification of Manager des organisations (Organisations Manager), certified at level 7 by the French National Directory of Professional Certifications
- FLE Art: French language courses and French artistic culture classes
- FLE Design: French language courses and design classes

◆ STRENGTHS
Instruction provided by practicing professionals. The latest technical equipment and spacious premises. Individual attention to each student.

All programs at Autograf give to students the opportunity to have a professional experience through internship. Students will also have the possibility to choose work-study courses under certain conditions and criteria. Which will allow students to study and work at the same time. They will spend one week in school every 2 or 3 weeks and the rest of the time will be spent working for the company that hired them.

With 40 years of experience, Autograf has a large network of partner companies, and our team will support you throughout the process of finding an internship or a company.

Every year workshops are organized allowing students to work on projects with students of partners institution in different countries.

◆ LOCATION
Paris (France)

http://www.autograf.fr
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